October 14, 2021 RAID PA Meeting Minutes
Attendees: Kristen, Chrissy, Kelli, Ken, Kelly G., Barb, Linda

Money: There are a couple of checks out ($107) $10434 but we haven’t paid dance camp. Haven’t
deposited Red Wings Money which will cover Oireachtas Room.

New Members: Kristine Flannery can’t come to meeting and isn’t coming to any more meetings. Need
someone to replace Kelly C. on the board and then try to replace Kristine which would only be for 6
months. Kelly Merritt is in agreement to be on the board. We voted and it passed.
Meet & Greet: Table under the awning with Binder. Kelli is leaving everything there on Sunday at Class.
Having Moira or Christine B. send out something to everyone via email. Kelly making bullet points about
what is on the website. We need to make sure that the information is updated on the RAID website.
There will be a sign-up sheet for people that are interested in helping that will already have names and
emails and current contact information.
Website: Dan wants us to look at the website so we can update it. Having a for sale tab on the website.
Who would maintain that website? How do we want to do that? Dan is currently controlling that but
doesn’t need to be the one who is controlling it. Kelly G suggested maybe a working document that
people can add to.
Red Wings, $1104.00 today and a couple hundred in tips.
Can and Bottle Drive—moved to Upstate Redemption because there are more locations. We will do
another can and bottle drive soon.
Fundraising Ideas: Niagara Chocolates, Uno’s, Knives, Savers Amazon. (Chrissy will set up accounts)
Last Can King Check was $757.44
We need to put a deposit down at some point for the Euchre Tournament. Last time it was $250.
Rachel thinks that she has the cost for the dance camp. Rachel would like us to send money directly to
Donna.
Practice room is $1250 is we get a good one and $800 if we get a smaller one.
Red Kettle to do some community service. Make some fliers.
Do we want to coordinate holiday gifts for teachers? Make it optional but an easier way to give them a
larger gift.
Email being sent out about whether we should have a Christmas party (with Ken dressed as Santa) and
see if anyone wants to run with it.
Zoom Ended.
Next Meeting: Tuesday, November 16th. (Current time scheduled for around 6:30 but that may change)

